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We consider the idea of modeling a rotating acoustic black hole by an idealized draining bathtub
vortex which is a planar circulating flow phenomenon with a sink at the origin. We find the acoustic
metric for this phenomenon from a noncommutative Abelian Higgs model. As such the acoustic
metric not only describes a rotating acoustic black hole but also inherits the noncommutative char-
acteristic of the spacetime. We address the issues of superresonance and analogue Aharonov-Bohm
(AB) effect in this background. We mainly show that the scattering of planar waves by a draining
bathtub vortex leads to a modified AB effect and due to spacetime noncommutativity, the phase shift
persists even in the limit where the parameters associated with the circulation and draining vanish.
Finally, we also find that the analogue AB effect and superresonance are competing phenomena at
a noncommutative spacetime.
I. INTRODUCTION
Noncommutative theories have been discussed in the literature by many authors. The inherent
nonlocality of these theories leads to the surprising mixture between ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR)
divergences [1] which could break the perturbative expansion, lead to loss of unitarity [2] and violation
of Lorentz invariance [3]. Noncommutative field theories have also been object of several investigations
in planar physics.
Among several topics in planar physics, the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect [4] is one of the most
extensively studied problems. This effect is essentially the scattering of charged particles by a flux tube
and has been experimentally confirmed [5]. In quantum field theory the effect has been simulated, for
instance, by using a nonrelativistic field theory describing bosonic particles interacting through a Chern-
Simons field [6]. It was also found to have analogues in several physical systems such as in gravitation
[7], fluid dynamics [8], optics [9] and Bose-Einstein condensates [10] appearing in a vast literature.
It was shown some years ago [11] that scattering by a standard vortex leads to an analogue of the
AB effect, determined by a single dimensionless circulation parameter. More recently, it was shown
in [12] that the scattering of planar waves by a draining bathtub vortex describes a modified AB effect
which depends on two dimensionless parameters associated with the circulation and draining rates [13].
The effect was shown to be inherently asymmetric even in the low-frequency limit and leads to novel
interference patterns. In [15] we extended this analysis to a Lorentz-violating background [14] which
allows to have persistence of phase shifts even if circulation and draining vanish.
The purpose of this paper is to reconsider all the analysis done in [15] for Lorentz-violating background
in order to investigate the effect of the noncommutativity on the scattering by a draining bathtub
vortex that provides a simple analogue for the AB effect that naturally occurs in quantum mechanics.
Thus, in this work we investigate how the AB effect due to a vortex flow is modified by the spacetime
noncommutativity. As our results show, we find that there appears small noncommutative correction to
the scattering amplitude, which modifies the qualitative and quantitative aspects of the AB effect.
The noncommutative AB effect has been already studied in the context of quantum mechanics [16, 17]
and in the quantum field theory approach [18]. In [16] the noncommutative AB effect has been shown
to be in contrast with the commutative situation. It was shown that the cross section for the scattering
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2of scalar particles by a thin solenoid does not vanish even if the magnetic field assumes certain discrete
values.
In the present calculations, we apply the acoustic black hole metrics obtained from a relativistic fluid
in a noncommutative spacetime [19] via the Seiberg-Witten map and interestingly we obtain a result
similar to the noncommutative AB effect found in [16]. A relativistic version of acoustic black holes from
the Lorentz violating Abelian Higgs model has been also presented in [20, 21] (see also [22]). It was found
in [21] that for suitable values of the Lorentz-violating parameter a wider or narrower spectrum of particle
wave function can be scattered with increased amplitude by the acoustic black hole. This shows how
the tuning of such parameter changes the superresonance phenomenon previously studied in [23]. Thus,
the presence of Lorentz-violating background modifies the quantity of removed energy of the acoustic
black hole (see [24–26] for some reviews and [27] for related issues). By computing the superresonance,
we conclude that the spacetime noncommutativity also affects the rate of loss of mass of the acustic
black hole in a way analogous to what happens in Lorentz-violating background previous considered in
other setups [19–21] . Thus for suitable values of the spacetime noncommutativity parameter a wider or
narrower spectrum of particle wave function can be scattered with increased amplitude by the acoustic
black hole.
In our study we shall focus on the differential cross section due to the scattering of planar waves by a
draining bathtub vortex that leads to a modified AB effect in a noncommutative spacetime. We anticipate
that we have obtained a cross section similar to that obtained in [16] for noncommutative AB effect in
quantum mechanics. The result implies that due to the spacetime noncommutativity pattern fringes can
still persist even in the limit where the parameters associated with the circulation and draining go to
zero. In this limit, the noncommutative background forms a conical defect, which is also responsible
for the appearance of the analogue AB effect. We also find that the AB effect and superresonance are
competing phenomena at a noncommutative spacetime.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we apply the black hole metrics obtained in the
noncommutative Abelian Higgs model [19]. We then apply these metrics to a Klein-Gordon-like equation
describing sound waves to study the scattering of planar waves by a draining bathtub vortex that leads
to a modified AB effect embedded into two types of a noncommutative spacetime medium by choosing
pure magnetic or electric sector. In Sec. III we make our final conclusions.
II. THE ACOUSTIC METRIC IN NONCOMMUTATIVE ABELIAN HIGGS MODEL
In this section we consider the noncommutative version of the Abelian Higgs model. The
noncommutativity is introduced by modifying its scalar and gauge sector by replacing the usual product
of fields by the Moyal product [28–31]. Thus, the Lagrangian of the noncommutative Abelian Higgs
model in flat space is
Lˆ = −1
4
Fˆµν ∗ Fˆµν + (Dµφˆ)† ∗Dµφˆ+m2φˆ† ∗ φˆ− bφˆ† ∗ φˆ ∗ φˆ† ∗ φˆ, (1)
where the hat indicates that the variable is noncommutative and the ∗-product is the so-called Moyal-
Weyl product or star product which is defined in terms of a real antisymmetric matrix θµν that
parameterizes the noncommutativity of Minkowski spacetime
[xµ, xν ] = iθµν , µ, ν = 0, 1, · · · , D − 1. (2)
The ∗-product for two fields f(x) and g(x) is given by
f(x) ∗ g(x) = exp
(
i
2
θµν∂xµ∂
y
ν
)
f(x)g(y)|x=y. (3)
In (1) the noncommutative fields can be expanded in a formal series in θ. Using the Seiberg-Witten
(SW) map this expansion can be constructed in terms of the original fields of a commutative theory
transforming under the ordinary transformation laws.
3Now using the Seiberg-Witten map [28], up to the lowest order in the spacetime noncommutative
parameter θµν , we find
Aˆµ = Aµ + θ
νρAρ(∂νAµ − 1
2
∂µAν),
Fˆµν = Fµν + θ
ρβ(FµρFνβ +Aρ∂βFµν ),
φˆ = φ− 1
2
θµνAµ∂νφ. (4)
This very useful map allows us to study noncommutative effects in the framework of commutative
quantum field theory.
Thus the corresponding theory in a commutative spacetime is [29]
Lˆ = −1
4
FµνF
µν
(
1 +
1
2
θαβFαβ
)
+
(
1− 1
4
θαβFαβ
)(|Dµφ|2 +m2|φ|2 − b|φ|4)
+
1
2
θαβFαµ
[
(Dβφ)
†Dµφ+ (Dµφ)†Dβφ
]
, (5)
where Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ and Dµφ = ∂µφ − ieAµφ. As one knows the parameter θαβ is a constant,
real-valued antisymmetric D×D- matrix in D-dimensional spacetime with dimensions of length squared.
For a review see [31].
Let us briefly review the steps to find the noncommutative acoustic black hole metric from quantum field
theory. Firstly, we decompose the scalar field as φ =
√
ρ(x, t) exp (iS(x, t)) into the original Lagrangian
to find
L = −1
4
FµνF
µν
(
1− 2~θ · ~B
)
+ θ˜
[
∂µS∂
µS − 2eAµ∂µS + e2AµAµ +m2
]
ρ− θ˜bρ2
+ Θµν
[
∂µS∂νS − eAµ∂νS − eAν∂µS + e2AµAν
]
ρ+
ρ√
ρ
[
θ˜∂µ∂
µ +Θµν∂µ∂ν
]√
ρ, (6)
where θ˜ = (1 + ~θ · ~B), ~B = ∇ × ~A and Θµν = θαµFαν . In our calculations we consider the case where
there is no noncommutativity between space and time, that is θ0i = 0 and use θij = εijkθk, F i0 = Ei
and F ij = εijkBk.
Secondly, linearizing the equations of motion around the background (ρ0, S0), with ρ = ρ0 + ρ1 and
S = S0 + ψ we find the equation of motion for a linear acoustic disturbance ψ given by a Klein-Gordon
equation in a curved space
1√−g∂µ(
√−ggµν∂ν)ψ = 0, (7)
where gµν just represents the acoustic metrics given explicitly in the examples below. We should
comment that in our previous computation we assumed linear perturbations just in the scalar sector,
whereas the vector field Aµ remain unchanged.
In the following we shall focus on the planar rotating acoustic noncommutative black hole metrics [19]
to address the issues of superresonance phenomenon and analogue Aharonov-Bohm effect. For the sake
of simplicity, we shall consider two types of a noncommutative spacetime medium by choosing first pure
magnetic sector and then we shall focus on the pure electric sector.
A. The case B 6= 0 and E = 0
The acoustic line element in polar coordinates on the noncommutative plane, up to an irrelevant
position-independent factor, in the nonrelativistic limit (v2 ≪ c2) was obtained in [19] and is given by
ds2 = −[(1− 3θzBz)c2 − (1 + 3θzBz)(v2r + v2φ)]dt2 − 2(1 + 2θzBz)(vrdr + vφrdφ)dt
+ (1 + θzBz)(dr
2 + r2dφ2).
4where Bz is the magnitude of the magnetic field in the z direction, θz is the noncommutative parameter,
c is the sound velocity in the fluid and v is the fluid velocity. We consider the flow with the velocity
potential ψ(r, φ) = A ln r +Bφ whose velocity profile in polar coordinates on the plane is given by
~v =
A
r
rˆ +
B
r
φˆ, (9)
where B and A are the constants of circulation and draining rates of the fluid flow.
Let us now consider the transformations of the time and the azimuthal angle coordinates as follows
dτ = dt+
(1 + 2θzBz)Ardr
[(1− 3θzBz)c2r2 − (1 + 3θzBz)A2] ,
dϕ = dφ+
ABdr
r[c2r2 −A2] . (10)
In these new coordinates the metric becomes
ds2= θ˜
[
−(1− 4Θ)
(
1− (1 + 6Θ)(A
2 +B2)
c2r2
)
dτ2 +
(
1− (1 + 6Θ)A
2
c2r2
)−1
dr2 − 2θ˜B
c
dϕdτ + r2dϕ2
]
,(11)
where Θ = θzBz and θ˜ = 1+Θ. The radius of the ergosphere is given by g00(re) = 0, whereas the horizon
is given by the coordinate singularity grr(rh) = 0, that is
re =
√
r2h +
(1 + 6Θ)B2
c2
, rh =
(1 + 6Θ)1/2|A|
c
. (12)
We can observe from the equation (11) that for A > 0 we are dealing with a past event horizon, i.e.,
acoustic white hole and for A < 0 we are dealing with a future acoustic horizon, i.e., acoustic black hole.
The metric can be now written in the form
gµν = θ˜

−(1− 4Θ)
[
1− r2er2
]
0 − θ˜Bcr
0
(
1− r2hr2
)−1
0
− θ˜Bcr 0 1
 , (13)
with inverse gµν
gµν = θ˜

− (1+4Θ)f(r) 0 − (1+5Θ)Bcrf(r)
0
(
1− r2hr2
)
0
− (1+5Θ)Bcrf(r) 0
[
1− r2er2
]
f(r)−1
 , (14)
where f(r) = 1− r2hr2 .
We shall now consider the Klein-Gordon equation for a linear acoustic disturbance ψ(t, r, φ) in the
background metric (52), i.e.,
1√−g∂µ(
√−ggµν∂ν)ψ = 0. (15)
We can make a separation of variables into the equation above as follows
ψ(t, r, φ) = R(r)ei(ωt−mφ). (16)
5The radial function R(r) satisfies the linear second-order differential equation[
(1 + 4Θ)ω2 − 2(1 + 5Θ)Bmω
cr2
− m
2
r2
(
1− r
2
e
r2
)]
R(r) +
f(r)
r
d
dr
[
rf(r)
d
dr
]
R(r) = 0. (17)
We now introduce the tortoise coordinate r∗ by using the following equation
d
dr∗
= f(r)
d
dr
, f(r) = 1− r
2
h
r2
= 1− (1 + 6Θ)A
2
c2r2
, (18)
which gives the solution
r∗ = r +
√
(1 + 6Θ)|A|
2c
log
r − √(1+6Θ)|A|c
r +
√
(1+6Θ)|A|
c
. (19)
Observe that in this new coordinate the horizon rh =
(1+6Θ)1/2|A|
c maps to r
∗ → −∞ while r → ∞
corresponds to r∗ → +∞. Now, we consider a new radial function, G(r∗) = r1/2R(r) and the modified
radial equation obtained from (17) is
d2G(r∗)
dr∗2
+
[(
(1 + 2Θ)ω − (1 + 3Θ)Bm
cr2
)2
− V (r)
]
G(r∗) = 0, (20)
where V (r) is the potential given by
V (r) =
f(r)
4r2
(
4m2 − 1 + 5(1 + 6Θ)A
2
cr2
)
, (21)
a form that resembles that given in Refs. [12, 15].
1. Superresonance phenomenon
The superresonance (analog to the superradiance in black hole physics) is an effect where a spectrum
of particle wave function can be scattered with increased amplitude by an acoustic black hole. As a
consequence it causes the rate of loss of mass of the acustic black hole. In the following we shall compute
this effect in the presence of spacetime noncommutativity.
In the asymptotic region (r∗ →∞), the equation (20) can be approximately written as follows
d2G(r∗)
dr∗2
+ ω˜2G(r∗) = 0, ω˜2 = (1 + 2Θ)2ω2, (22)
which is satisfied by the simple solution
G(r∗) = Ceiω˜r∗ +Re−iω˜r∗ ≡ GA(r∗). (23)
Notice that the first term in equation (60) corresponds to ingoing wave and the second term to the
reflected wave, so that R is the reflection coefficient as in usual studies of potential scattering. The
Wronskian of the solutions (60) can be computed to give
W(+∞) = −2iω˜(1 − |R|2). (24)
Now, near the horizon region (r∗ → −∞), we have
d2G(r∗)
dr∗2
+
(
ω˜ −mΩ˜H
)2
G(r∗) = 0, (25)
6where, Ω˜H = ΩH(1−3Θ) and ΩH = Bc/A2 is the angular velocity of the acoustic black hole. We suppose
that just the solution identified by ingoing wave is physical, so that
G(r∗) = T ei(ω˜−mΩ˜H)r∗ ≡ GH(r∗). (26)
The undetermined coefficient T is the transmission coefficient of our one dimensional Schroedinger
problem. Now the Wronskian of the solution is
W(−∞) = −2i
(
ω˜ −mΩ˜H
)
|T |2 (27)
Because both equations are approximate solutions of the asymptotic limit of the modified radial equation,
the Wronskian is constant and then W(+∞) =W(−∞). Thus, we obtain the reflection coefficient
|R|2 = 1−
(
ω˜ −mΩ˜H
ω˜
)
|T |2. (28)
For frequencies in the interval 0 < ω˜ < mΩ˜H the reflectance is always larger than unit, which implies in
the superresonance phenomenon [21, 23]. Here m is the azimuthal mode number and ΩH = Bc/A
2 is the
angular velocity of the usual Kerr-like acoustic black hole. Furthermore, the interval of frequencies can
be wider or narrower depending on the noncommutative parameter Θ = Bzθz . As a consequence, the
tuning of the noncommutative parameter changes the rate of loss of mass of the acustic black hole.
2. Analogue Aharonov-Bohm effect
Let us now consider the analogue Aharonov-Bohm effect by considering the scattering of a
monochromatic planar wave of frequency ω given in the form
ψ(t, r, φ) = e−iωt
∞∑
m=−∞
Rm(r)e
imφ/
√
r, (29)
such that far from the vortex, the function ψ can be written in terms of the sum of a plane wave and a
scattered wave, i.e.,
ψ(t, r, φ) ∼ e−iωt(eiωx + fω(φ)eiωr/
√
r), (30)
where eiωx =
∑∞
m=−∞ i
mJm(ωr)e
imφ and Jm(ωr) is a Bessel function of the first kind. The scattering
amplitude fω(φ) has the partial-wave representation
fω(φ) =
√
1
2iπω
∞∑
m=−∞
(e2iδm − 1)eimφ, (31)
and the phase shift is defined as
e2iδm = i(−1)m CR . (32)
In order to compute the phase shift, at some level of approximation, let us first rewrite the equation (20)
in terms of a new function X(r) = f(r)1/2G(r∗), that is
d2X(r)
dr2
+
(
− 3r
2
h
f(r)r4
+
r4h
f(r)2r6
)
X(r) +
[(
(1 + 2Θ)ω − (1 + 3Θ)Bm
cr2
)2
− V (r)
]
X(r)
f2(r)
= 0,(33)
7that written as a power series in 1/r, we have
d2X(r)
dr2
+
[
ω˜2 − (4m˜
2 − 1)
4r2
+ U(r)
]
X(r) = 0, (34)
where m˜2 = m2 + 2am− 2b2, a = ω˜(1 + 3Θ)B, b = ω˜(1 + 3Θ)A and
U(r) =
(a2 − b2)m2 − 4b2am+ 2b2 + 3b4
ω˜2r4
+
b2(2a2 − b2)m2 − 6b4am+ 3b4 + 4b6
ω˜4r6
+O(ω˜−6r−8), (35)
a and b being parameters that describe the coupling to circulation and draining, respectively. Now
applying the approximation formula
δm ≈ π
2
(m− m˜) + π
2
∫ ∞
0
r[Jm˜(ω˜r)]
2U(r)dr, (36)
and using |m| ≫ √a2 + b2, we obtain [12, 15]
δm ∼= −aπ
2
m
|m| +
3π(a2 + b2)
8|m| −
5aπ(a2 + b2)
8m2
m
|m| , (37)
with the isotropic mode m = 0 giving the imaginary phase shift
δm=0 =
1
2
iπb. (38)
Thus, by using Eqs. (37) and (38), to lowest order in a and b, we can compute the differential scattering
cross section (with units of length) that is given by
dσab
dφ
= |fω(φ)|2 ∼= π
2ω˜
[a cos(φ/2)− b sin(φ/2)]2
sin2(φ/2)
. (39)
For b = 0 (the nondraining limit), we have the vortex result of Fetter [13]
dσvortex
dφ
=
πa2
2ω˜
cot2(φ/2) =
(1 − 2Θ)π2a2
2πω
cot2(φ/2), (40)
that should be compared with the Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect in the small angle or small coupling limits
dσAB
dφ
=
1
2πω˜
sin2(πa)
sin2(φ/2)
=
(1 − 2Θ)
2πω
sin2(πa)
sin2(φ/2)
. (41)
For small θ and small angle φ, the Eq. (40) becomes
dσvortex
dφ
=
(1− 2Θ)π2a2
2πω
[
4
φ2
− 2
3
+
φ2
60
+O(φ3)
]
. (42)
In the present case, if the circulation a→ 0 the differential scattering cross section vanishes. This is not
necessary true for other noncommutative sectors. In the next section we shall show this explicitly.
Taking into account the superresonance phenomenon described above let us relate it to the AB effect
for small θ. We see that the range of frequencies can be written as
0 < ω < m(1− 5θ)ΩH , (43)
8and the differential cross section (40) written in terms of the circulation parameter a and frequencies ω˜
is
dσvortex
dφ
≃ π
2
(1 + 8θ)ω cot2(φ/2) <∼
π
2
(1 + 3θ)mΩH cot
2(φ/2). (44)
Notice that the range of scattering frequencies is narrowing (widening) while the differential cross section
is increasing (decreasing) with the noncommutativity strength. This means that AB effect is favored by
the scattering of low-frequency waves — this is also implicit in the approximation (37) — whereas the
superresonance becomes small. In summary, AB effect and superresonance are competing phenomena at
a noncommutative spacetime.
B. The case B = 0 and E 6= 0
In the present subsection we repeat the previous analysis for B = 0 and E 6= 0. As in the earlier case
we take the acoustic line element obtained in [19], in polar coordinates on the noncommutative plane, up
to first order in θ, in the ‘non-relativistic’ limit (v2 ≪ c2), given by
ds2 =
(
1− 3
2
θ~E · ~v
){
−[c2 − (v2r + v2φ + θErvr + θEφvφ)]dt2 − 2
(
vr +
θEr
2
)
drdt
− 2
(
vφ +
θEφ
2
)
rdφdt + (1− θErvr − θEφvφ)(dr2 + r2dφ2)
}
. (45)
where θ~E = θ~n× ~E, θEr = θ(~n× ~E)r , θEφ = θ(~n× ~E)φ and E is the magnitude of the electric field. Let
us now consider the transformations of the time and the azimuthal angle coordinates as follows
dτ = dt+
v˜rdr
(c2 − v˜2r )
,
dϕ = dφ +
v˜φv˜rdr
r(c2 − v˜2r )
. (46)
where we have defined v˜r = vr +
θEr
2 and v˜φ = vφ +
θEφ
2 . Now, we consider the flow with the velocity
potential ψ(r, ϕ) = A ln r + Bϕ whose velocity profile in polar coordinates on the plane is given by
~v = Ar rˆ +
B
r φˆ. Therefore, in these new coordinates the metric becomes
ds2 =
(
1− 3θErA
2r
− 3θEφB
2r
){
−
[
1− (A
2 +B2 + θErAr + θEφBr)
c2r2
]
dτ2
+
(
1− θErA
r
− θEφB
r
)[(
1− A
2 + θErAr
c2r2
)−1
dr2 + r2dϕ2
]
− 2
(
B
cr
+
θEφ
2c
)
rdϕdτ
}
, (47)
The radius of the ergosphere is given by g00(r˜e) = 0, whereas the horizon is given by the coordinate
singularity grr(r˜h) = 0, that is
r˜e =
θErA+ θEφB
2c2
± 1
2
√
(θErA+ θEφB)2
c4
+ 4r2e , r˜h± =
θErA
2c2
± rh
√
1 +
(θEr)2
4c2
, (48)
where re =
√
(A2 +B2)/c2 and rh = |A|/c are the radii of the ergosphere and the horizon in the usual
case. For θ = 0, we have r˜e = re and r˜h = rh.
Therefore, we can rewrite Eq. (47) in the limit of small θ as follows
ds2 =
(
1− θξc
2
2r
)[
−
(
1− R
2
e
r2
)
dτ2 +
(
1− R
2
h
r2
)
dr2 − 2B
cr
rdϕdτ + r2dϕ2
]
, (49)
9where
R2e =
(
1 +
θξc2
r
)
r2e + θξ(1 − c2)r, R2h = r2h +
θErAr
c2
, B = 2B + θEφ
2
+
θBξc2
r
,
ξ = (ErA+ EφB)/c2. (50)
The components of the metric are
gµν =
(
1− θξc
2
2r
)
[
1− R2er2
]
0 − Bcr
0
(
1− R2hr2
)−1
0
− Bcr 0 1
 , (51)
and its inverse gµν reads
gµν =
(
1− θξc
2
2r
)
−f(r)−1 0 − Bcrf(r)
0
(
1− R2hr2
)
0
− Bcrf(r) 0
[
1− R2er2
]
f(r)−1
 , (52)
where f(r) = 1 − R2hr2 . Now, the radial function R(r), as in the previous case, satisfies the linear second
order differential equation[
ω2 − 2Bmω
cr2
− m
2
r2
(
1− R
2
e
r2
)]
R(r) +
f(r)
r
d
dr
[
rf(r)
d
dr
]
R(r) = 0. (53)
We now just as in the previous case we introduce the tortoise coordinate r∗ by using the following
equation
d
dr∗
= f(r)
d
dr
, f(r) = 1− R
2
h
r2
= 1− r
2
h
r2
− θErA
c2r
, (54)
which gives the solution
r∗ = r +
r˜2h+
r˜h+ − r˜h−
ln |r − r˜h+ | −
r˜2h−
r˜h+ − r˜h−
ln |r − r˜h− |. (55)
Observe that in this new coordinate the horizons r˜h± defined in (48) map to r
∗ → ∓∞ while r → ∞
corresponds to r∗ → +∞.
Let us now focus on the coordinate running from the outer horizon to infinity, i.e., from r = rh+ to
r =∞.
Again, we introduce a new radial function G(r∗) = r1/2R(r) and the modified radial equation (53),
becomes
d2G(r∗)
dr∗2
+
[
ω2 − 2Bmω
cr2
+
m2η2
r4
− V (r)
]
G(r∗) = 0, (56)
where,
V (r) =
f(r)
4r2
(
4m2 − 1 + 5r
2
h
r2
+
3θErA
c2r
)
, (57)
η2 =
(
1 +
θξc2
r
)(
B2
c2
− θErAr
c2
)
+ θξ(1 − c2)r + θξc
2r2h
r
. (58)
10
1. Superresonance phenomenon
Here, in order to compute the superresonance phenomenon, we follow the same analysis done in the
pure magnetic case. Thus, in the asymptotic region (r∗ → ∞), the equation (56) can be approximately
written as
d2G(r∗)
dr∗2
+ ω2G(r∗) = 0, (59)
which solution is
G(r∗) = Ceiωr∗ +Re−iωr∗ ≡ GA(r∗). (60)
Now, near the horizon region (r∗ → −∞), we have
d2G(r∗)
dr∗2
+
[(
ω −mΩ˜H
)2
− 2mω
(
θEφ
2B
+
θξc3
A
)
+m2
(
θErA2
cB2
+
θξc3
A
+
θξcA
B2
)]
G(r∗) = 0, (61)
where, Ω˜H = ΩH
(
1− θErc
)
and ΩH = Bc/A
2 is the angular velocity of the acoustic black hole.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume there exist relationships among the parameters A,B, Er, Eφ, e.g.,
A = −1
2
(B −
√
B2 − 2)Bc, Eφ = −2ErB(4A+ c)
4B2 + 1
, (62)
such that we simply have
d2G(r∗)
dr∗2
+
(
ω −mΩ˜H
)2
G(r∗) = 0. (63)
Now we repeat the analysis of the previous case. Again, we suppose that just the solution identified by
ingoing wave is physical, so that
G(r∗) = T ei(ω−mΩ˜H)r∗ ≡ GH(r∗). (64)
The undetermined coefficient T is the transmission coefficient of our one dimensional Schroedinger
problem. Now the Wronskian of the solution is
W(−∞) = −2i
(
ω −mΩ˜H
)
|T |2 (65)
Just as in the previous case, because both equations are approximate solutions of the asymptotic limit of
the modified radial equation, the Wronskian is constant and then W(+∞) =W(−∞). Thus, we obtain
the reflection coefficient
|R|2 = 1−
(
ω −mΩ˜H
ω
)
|T |2. (66)
Again, for frequencies in the interval 0 < ω < mΩ˜H the reflectance is always larger than unit, which
implies in the superresonance phenomenon. Furthermore, the interval of frequencies can be wider or
narrower depending on the noncommutative parameter relationship Erθ. Thus, just as in the pure
magnetic case, the tuning of the noncommutative parameter affects the rate of loss of mass of the acustic
black hole.
11
2. Analogue Aharonov-Bohm effect
As in the previous case, in order to compute the phase shift, at some level of approximation, let us
first rewrite the equation (56) in terms of a new function X(r) = f(r)1/2G(r∗), that is
d2X(r)
dr2
+
[
−3 (r2h + θErAr/3c2)
f(r)r4
+
(
r2h + θErAr/2c2
)2
f(r)2r6
]
X(r)
+
[
ω2 − 2Bmω
cr2
+
m2η2
r4
− V (r)
]
X(r)
f2(r)
= 0, (67)
and then written as a power series in 1/r, we have
d2X(r)
dr2
+
[
ω2 +
2θbωEr
r
− (4m˜
2 − 1)
4r2
+ U(r)
]
X(r) = 0, (68)
where we define the parameters m˜2 = m2 + (2a+ θEφ)m− 2b2, a = ωB, b = ωA and the function
U(r) =
(a2 − b2)m2 − 4b2am+ 2b2 + 3b4
ω2r4
+
b2(2a2 − b2)m2 − 6b4am+ 3b4 + 4b6
ω4r6
+ θ
[
− (m
2 − 1/2)bEr + 4bamEr +m2Erb+ 2ma(Erb+ Eφa)
ωr3
− 2b
2mEφ
ω2r4
+
(3b3 − 4ab3m)Er − 4a2b2mEφ +m2(a2bEr + a3Eφ + b3Er + b2aEφ)− 2m2b3Er
ω3r5
− 3b
4mEφ
ω4r6
]
+O(ω˜−5r−7). (69)
As in the previous case, by applying again the approximation formula
δm ≈ π
2
(m− m˜) + π
2
∫ ∞
0
r[Jm˜(ωr)]
2U(r)dr, (70)
we obtain
δm ∼= − (2aπ + πθEφ + 4bθEr)
4
m
|m| +
[
π(3a2 + 3b2 + 2aEφθ)
8
− (a2θEφ + abθEr)
]
1
|m|
+
[
− (2a+ θEφ)π(5a
2 + 5b2 + 2aEφθ)
16
+
θ(7a3Eφ − 7b3Er + 7a2bEr + ab2Eφ)
3
]
1
m2
m
|m| . (71)
Thus, to lowest order in a, the differential scattering cross section with b = 0 and for small θ, is
dσvortex
dφ
=
π(a+ θEφ/2)2
2ω
cot2(φ/2). (72)
Starting from this equation one may find the same conclusion of the previously analysis that AB effect
and superresonance are competing phenomena.
Computing the differential scattering cross section for small angles φ 6= 0, we have
dσvortex
dφ
=
π2(a2 + aθEφ + θ2E2φ/4)
2πω
[
4
φ2
− 2
3
+
φ2
60
+O(φ3)
]
. (73)
Now, if the a = 0, the differential cross section at small angles is dominated by
dσvortex
dφ
= θ2E2φ
π
2ωφ2
. (74)
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Note that, contrarily to the usual Aharonov-Bohm effect, in the noncommutative case the differential
scattering cross section is different from zero when a = 0. Our results are qualitatively in agreement
with that obtained in [16], for the AB effect in the context of noncommutative quantum mechanics. This
correction vanishes in the limit θ → 0 so that no singularities are generated. This correction (∼ θ2) due to
effect of spacetime noncommutativity may be relevant at high energy physics or even in condensed matter
physics since noncommutativity can manifest there. In this case the theory of the electrons in a constant
magnetic field, projected to the lowest Landau level, is naturally thought of as a noncommutative field
theory [31]. Our result shows that pattern fringes can appear even when a = 0, unlike the commutative
case. One can make some estimative of the aforementioned effect by estimating θ following similar
calculations already known in the literature [32, 33].
One can understand this effect as follows. In the limit of circulation a = ωB and draining b = ωA
vanishes then for nonzero ω, we automatically have A = B = rh = re = 0 such that the metric (49)
simply becomes the metric of a conical defect
ds2 = (−dτ2 + dr2 + r2dϕ2 − 2θEφ
2c
rdϕdτ), (75)
that is
ds2 =
(
−dτ˜2 + dr2 + r2
(
θEφ
2c
)−1
dϕ˜2 − 2rdϕ˜dτ˜
)
, (76)
where τ˜ =
(
θEφ
2c
)1/2
τ , ϕ˜ =
(
θEφ
2c
)1/2
ϕ with angle deficit δ = 2π
(
1−
(
θEφ
2c
)−1/2)
. Thus, even though
there is no vortex in the above limit, the noncommutative background forms a conical defect, which is
responsible for the appearance of the analogue AB effect in an even more interesting way.
III. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have considered the superresonance phenomenon and analogue Aharonov-Bohm
effect due to an idealized draining bathtub vortex in a noncommutative spacetime whose metric is the
metric of a noncommutative acoustic black hole obtained in noncommutative Abelian Higgs model [19].
We show there exist both superresonance phenomenon and analogue Aharonov-Bohm (AB) effect in
this background. In the superresonance effect the range of frequencies of scattering waves where the
superresonance occurs can be wider or narrower depending on relations involving the parameter that
controls the spacetime noncommutativity. On the other hand, the scattering of planar waves by a
draining bathtub vortex leads to a modified AB effect and due to spacetime noncommutativity the phase
shift persists even in the limit where the parameters associated with the circulation and draining vanish,
as previously showed in Aharonov-Bohm effect in the context of noncommutative quantum mechanics
[16]. Furthermore, even though there is no vortex in certain limits, the noncommutative background can
still forms a conical defect, which is responsible for the appearance of the analogue AB effect in an even
more interesting way. Finally, we also have found that AB effect and superresonance are competing
phenomena at a noncommutative spacetime.
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